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Message from LASSSAI President

Message from the Executive Director
Dear LASSO friends and colleagues,
I remain deeply grateful to be part of an
association working in order to support the edification
of an increasingly humane society and the personal
development of the young entrusted to our care
through our mission of providing human and Christian
education to the young, especially the poor. The work
of transforming the young minds, and hopefully, of
transforming society, are primarily, God’s project. We
are just God’s stewards. For this message, allow me
to reflect on the life story of our founder, St. La Salle.
Operative in the life of St. John Baptist De La Salle
is the dynamism of prayer and service. St. La Salle was
easily drawn to a life of mysticism and prayer. In his
childhood years, his father had been wanting for him
to pursue law, to maintain the family tradition. But,
at 11, the young St. La Salle was already grippingly
convinced that he was called by God to serve in the
Church. One of the striking stories about his life was
his Parmenie retreat. There, De La Salle met Sr. Louie
to share his spiritual exercises. St. La Salle preferred
to retire in the place but would then go back to his
schools after realizing that he needed to continue the
work God has given him.
St. La Salle’s desire for the contemplative life did
not incapacitate him to the movement of the Spirit.
He was sensitive to God’s promptings and was able to
take action. Indeed, there is something very noble in
a person whose life is marked by prayer and service.
In fact, even if he was busy with the operations of the
schools, he took time to go into retreat.
In this time of the continuing pandemic, we
humbly ask our Heavenly Father to bless us with his
divine wisdom to think of more creative ways on how
to carry on with the mission. In St. La Salle, we find
connection with his contemplative
life and social action, with his deep
relationship with God and his sense of
responsibility for others. His story is a
great reminder for us that there are a
lot of challenges that we need to face
in our common desire to transform
the lives of those confided to our
care. But we remain undaunted,
God is with us. God has always
been with us.
Live Jesus in our hearts,
Forever!
Your Brother,
(Sgd.) Br. Felipe C. Belleza, Jr. FSC

Continuation on page 2...
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CHANNELING THE
CREATIVE FORCES
(August to December 2021)

by Eijay Valerio de Paz

“While the challenges are great, our Lasallian spirit of faith assures us that we can overcome them because of
the Lord who called us to take care of the young people He has entrusted to our care.”
(Excerpt from the Brother President’s message AY 2021-2022)

Continuation on page 3...
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NSEI endures
ODETTE’s devastation
by Sergio M. Sarza, Principal - NSEI
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NAGA COLLEGE FOUNDATION INC.
Basic Education Department

Last November 19 and 20, the “SchoolBased Pediatric Vaccination” was held at
Naga College Foundation Inc. with 800
slots of Moderna vaccines reserved for the
students aged 12-17.
Many students have gathered earlier at
Naga College Foundation – Covered
Court for the vaccination that have
lasted from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Everything
went smoothly following the steps
provided by the NAGAVAX Team:
• Verification and Medical Assessment
• Vaccination Process
• Post Vaccination, Monitoring and
Discharge
All the students residing within Naga City were prioritized on the said
vaccination while there is no schedule yet for the students who are
living outside the city.
The venue was set by the teachers who assisted in making and
organizing the place for the students and vaccinators.
Everyone is advised to be vaccinated at this time in order for us to
proceed with face-to-face classes next school year.

NEWLY ELECTED CAMPUS
OFFICERS TAKE THEIR OATH
The entire Basic Education Department composed
of the Grade School, Junior and Senior High School
conducted the on ground Oath Taking Ceremony
and First General Assembly of all the newly elected
student leaders from the Student Supreme Council
(SSC), the Student Consulates (Scon), the Grade
Level Officers (GLO) and the Pupils Government
Organization (PGO) at the ST Quadrangle, last
December 03, 2021.
Continuing the legacy of the school’s founder,
Dr. Melchor T. Villanueva and the former student
leaders, the newly elected leaders’ swore to serve
their respective department and fulfill their duties
and responsibilities, by observing the rules and
regulations of the Basic Education Department, in
line with the Vision-Mission and Core Values of the
institution.

Participated by the key officials of the department
headed by the Assistant Vice President for BED
and Principal, Mr. Al-Noel l. Asis, the ceremony
highlighted the speeches of the newly elected
Presidents namely Mr. Johanni Zosimo Dulong,
the PGO President, Mr. Kairos Philip Poňado, the
SSC Junior HS President and Ms. Samantha Nicole
Evalla, the SSC Senior HS President focusing on the
collective vision of having
a strong drive to raise the
banner of excellence,
leadership and service
in the department and
across the community.

Along
with
the
acknowledgment
of
the newly designated
officials, the ceremonial turnover presentation of action plans and other projects had
been initiated by the Presidents of each level. The event served as the transition
to prepare for an efficient turnover to the incoming officials of the department as
they journey into the new era of revitalized leadership amidst the adversities and
uncertainties brought about by this pandemic.
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ADC’s 2nd
VIRTUAL YEAR
prepared by Aliza Marie Jose

When it came to exploring new
normal education, where teaching
is done remotely and on digital
platforms, the ADC community
worked hard and became more
adaptable. At the start of its second
year of new normal setup, ADC
continued to run virtual programs
and activities.
CSAP President and her Council together with Fr. Fidel Ma. D. Orendain, SDB,
last April 15 during his visit to Colegio de San Antonio de Padua.

CSAP becomes
a member of CEAP
Colegio De San Antonio De Padua is now confirmed as
official member of the Catholic Educational Association of the
Philippines (CEAP).
After complying with the required documents, the school was
visited by the Chief Executive Officer of the Regional Division VII
of CEAP, Fr. Fidel Ma. Orendain, SDB, on April 15, 2021.
Last June 10, the school president, Dr. Genesa Paragados
received the formal communication from CEAP announcing the
approval of the school’s application for membership. As member
of the said Association, CSAP will be entitled to all the benefits
and privileges accorded to CEAP member-schools.
Congratulations, CSAP!

Last August 12-17, 2021, ADC
celebrated Buwan ng Wikang
Pambansa with the theme “Filipino
at mga Wikang Katutubo sa
Dekolonisasyon ng Pag-iisip ng mga Pilipino.” Masining na Pagawit, Malikhaing Pagkukwento, ang Paggawa ng Poster were
among the activities that the students
enjoyed. Also on August 27, some
students from grades 4-6 were able
to participate in Tagisan ng Talino, a
Filipino Quiz Bee. The winners of the
contests were given certificates and
recognition during a brief ceremony
last September 3.
The virtual celebration of the ADC’s
18th anniversary was launched on
September 8th. By posting it on the
ADC facebook page, ADCeans were
able to show off their mazing talents
and performances. The contest was
won by the outstanding performances
that received the most reactions, as
Continuation on page 7...

SFA’s First Holy Communion
during the pandemic
by Aldrine Yuan Ezekiel C. Sumbeling of Grade 8 -St. Arnould

The First Holy Communion is one of the most important ceremonies
in the Christian tradition. It is typically done at age 7 up to 13 years
old and is commonly seen as a rite of passage for young Catholic.
A Catholic person consumes the Eucharist during First Communion.
In doing so, he/she is incorporated into Christ and is united with
Christ.
Last November 29-30,2021, students of the intermediate level had
their First Holy Communion in Saint Paul Parish Church, Langkaan,
City of Dasmariñas, Cavite. Rev. Father Nestor P. Chavez presided
over the event in which, after two years, students who just see each
other online since grades 2 and 3 got to encounter other again in
person, even if just for a few days. It was an unforgettable experience
for them since seeing each other online cannot be compared with
talking and sitting next to a classmate face to face. The girls wore
white dresses while the boys wore white gala uniform. Although
the church was filled with people, minimum health protocols were
observed.

Every Catholic receives first Holy Communion at a certain age.
The very act of receiving our Lord proclaims the belief in the True
Presence of Jesus in the Eucharist. The First Communion thus is a
sacred and joyful occasion which celebrates the union of all believers
with Jesus Christ who willingly gave his life for all in the cross.
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well as the scores of thejudges.
They received trophies and
tokens.
Last October 28, ADC faculty
and staff hosted a Virtual-OWeen Party via zoom. ADCeans
attended and enjoyed playing
some fun and exciting virtual
games with their classmates, parents, and teachers while wearing
their adorable, funniest, and spooky outfits.

members conducted Advent Recollection virtually with the theme,
“Empowered by God: Dare to be
Daniel” last December 9th.
Despite the fact the the
pandemic may alter many
aspects of our lives, the ADC
community will continue to
serve and educate ADCeans
in a fun, memorable, and highquality way.

Some of the ADCeans’
Mommies
joined
our
DEAR (Drop Everything
and Read) program as
Parent
Readers
last
November 26th. Everyone
had a great time as they
shared
amazing
and
meaningful stories to the students via Zoom.
In a successful Virtual Science Quiz Bee on November 29th, the
top five students from grades 3-6 were able to amaze us with their
scientists’ minds. On the same dat, Gardenia hosted an amazing
and unforgettable Virtual Tour for the entire ADC community.
The Gardenia team’s Healthy Eating lectures, Storytelling, NutriQuiz, Fitness Time acitivity, and Virtual Plant Tour of the Laguna
plant were all very well received by the students. ADCeans Travis
Vinluan, Kinder and Janine Abundo, Grade 5 were also able to
demonstrate how to make delicious Gardenia bread recipes.
To cater the spiritual needs of the students and provide moment
of prayer, reflection, and sharing and find God’s presence in
experiences, ADC faculty and staff, led by Live Christ Share Christ

CSAP ACADEMIC PERSONNEL UNDERGO
INVIDUAL TEACHING DEMO
As part of the year-round training of the faculty, the Vice President
for Academics and Research of Colegio De San Antonio De
Padua, Dr. Alberto A. Jumao-as Jr., spearheaded the individual
demo teaching of all academic personnel, from the deans, program
chairs, senior high school principal and subject area coordinators
down to the faculty last July 15- August 15.
The said demo teaching was conducted at the CSAP Conference
Room and was observed by no less than the president herself,
Dr. Genesa P. Paragados, together with the VP for Academics and
Research and some experienced learning leaders.
It also became a venue for mentoring, as the deans, chairs, and subject area
coordinators were required to also observe after their turn of the demo teaching
and were asked to comment on the demonstration of their teachers; thus,
teaching them to do the evaluation of the teaching competencies of their direct
reports.
“I am so proud of all the teachers as it was evident that they have prepared
for the demo and that they are very good in their fields. And on top of that, I ,
as one of the observers, also learned how to give constructive comments and
suggestions to my teachers.” Said Engr. Elsidra Mabalcon, Dean of the College
of Engineering.
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Students’ Enlightenment: Mass of the
Feast of St.Benilde
Holy Spirit
by Stelle Andrei C. Bulauan and
Maria Khassandra Gonzales

The celebration of the feast of the school
patron, St. Br. Benilde Romancon was held on
August 13, 2021. It was spearheaded by the
Campus Ministry members, their moderators,
Mr. Carlo Polintan and Mr. Louie Iral under the
guidance of Mr. Christian Jade Samson.

The event, livestreamed via Facebook, started
with the recitation of the Holy Rosary which was
led by Gian Carlo Mangulabnan and Marian
Avy Marcos, the president and vice president of
campus ministry respectively. After praying the
rosary, testimonies from former CM members
were gathered to give inspiration to their fellow
Benildeans on serving the Lord by following St.
Benilde’s actions. Next, a video of a ceremonial
passing of the rosary was presented to conclude
the program for the morning. It was also led by
Gian with an unfeigned song played throughout
until it ended with Marian saying the famous
line, “Live Jesus in our hearts? Forever!” And in
honour of St. Benilde, a Mass was celebrated at
the Immaculate Conception Parish.
The celebration was carried out in spite of
some potential problems - from the impending
threat of the wi-fi connection cutting off during
the praying of the Holy Rosary to the hectic
schedule of all people that were involved in
conducting the special program. Needless to
say, everything was set. A great appreciation
to the alumni that sent their reflections and
shared words of wisdom from their time at
SBIS-B especially as CM members. All had
been executed well through rigorous planning
and multiple backup plans that left the included
students and teachers feeling satisfied and
blessed.
The celebration highlighted the lessons that
students of San Benildo have learned in their
shared years together. Moments whether joyful
or sorrowful. Through the guidance of the
teachers, staff, parents, and St. Benilde, they
will continue to lead the students to God’s path.

The School Representatives took a photo with Rev. Fr. Gener
Garcia of the Parish of the Immaculate Conception

ushers in
new school year

Activities that transpired after the
Eucharistic Celebration

The Mass of the Holy Spirit marked
the beginning of the new school year
2021-2022. It was celebrated on Friday,
August 20, 2021, at the Immaculate
Conception Parish with teachers and
students participating in the Mass via
FB Livestreaming. Rev. Fr. Gener SR.
Garcia presided the Mass. Fr. Jiggs, as he
is known, acknowledged all the efforts of
the stakeholders—the school admin, the
teachers, students and parents to ensure
the continuity of academic goals and go

on with life itself while battling this present
crisis.
Every year, the entire San Benildo
family gathers for the celebration as
one community in order to invoke the
guidance and wisdom of the Holy Spirit
and to implore God’s blessings in the
work that every one is called to do.
On the same day, Fr, Jiggs visited
the school and blessed the offices,
classrooms and other school facilities.

Leadership Training SY 21-22
by Nazh Rhene L. Salvador

The annual leadership training took place on
September 18, 2021 with the theme; “Youth of
Today, Leaders of Tomorrow”. The president, vice
president, secretary, treasurer, auditor, and PRO
of each section together with the Student Council
Officers participated in the said event. The training
was facilitated by Br. Jayson Cabrera and was
held online via Google Meet. The SC Mayor,
Carl David Dayandante along with the Vice Mayor,
Stelle Andrei Bulauan served as the Masters of the
Ceremony.
Joy and excitement were laid upon the faces of
the Benildeans who attended the event. They
listened with anticipation and took notes of
important lessons and ideas given by the resource
speaker on being a good leader. The saying
“Laging tapat at laging tugon: Narito handa kami
Panginoon” was brought to the fore throughout
the training. The speaker spoke briefly about him
and his journey on becoming a successful leader,
discussed certain characteristics of having a
good leadership competency and providing some
motivational perceptions of a good leader. Br.
Jayson, then concluded his discussion by saying
that, “A leader is one who knows the way, leads
the way, and teaches the way”. At the end of the
session, Br. Jayson Cabrera received a certificate
of appreciation from the school represented by
Mrs. Anna Gracia C. Santos.
The leadership training was successfully
completed, giving a great lesson to the Benildeans
who took part in the event which they can apply
in their future and share with others. The event
was a reminder that “Jesus dreamed BIG, Jesus
LED, Jesus became FAITHFUL, He followed the
WILL OF HIS FATHER, and in the end, Jesus
TRIUMPHED”. He has enlightened all that if they
dream big, lead, become faithful and follow God’s
will, triumph will be achieved.
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SBISB holds

second
parents online
orientation

As the new
school year
o p e n e d ,
San Benildo
B a l i u a g
conducted
its
second
p a r e n t s
online orientation on August 28, 2021 via
Google Meet. The virtual orientation was
delivered through a pre-recorded video of the
different teacher-presenters. It was divided
into morning and afternoon sessions with two
simultaneous links in each session.
Mrs. Maresel Santos, the school principal,
assured the parents of
the school’s
commitment to provide quality education
even in these extraordinary challenging
times. She also introduced the SBISB faculty
and staff.
Key topics were discussed
during the
orientation. Mr. Christian Jade Samson
discussed at length the school’s vision and
mission, including the life story of the school
patrons.
Mrs. Raquel Oredo explained
the grading system, selection of academic
honors and awards and the school’s
Learning Management System. Netiquette
to be observed during online classes was
expounded by Mr. Donifin Romano. The new
Disicipline Moderator, Mrs. Marjorie Ann Cano
presented the rules on bullying and discipline
policies. Other topics like Guidance Program,
admission procedures, online enrollment,
Finance, scholarships and discounts were
also taken up during the orientation.
Mr. Edgardo Santos and Mr. Christian Jade
Samson facilitated the opening and handled
the questions raised by the parents.

English Month
Traversing the
Challenges of Online
Learning
by Stelle Andrei Bulauan and Ma. Julianne Gatmaitan

The English Month celebration at SBIS-B
kicked off on September 9, 2021 with the
theme: Sustaining English Communicative
Competence: Traversing toward Academic
Excellence. With the leadership of Sir Randy
Lazado and Miss Janine Sarabia as the chairs
of the month, the celebration was loaded with
an array of activities.
Sections from different grade levels gave
immediate responses and submitted their
amazing outputs to the SC page. Despite the
challenges of using the online platform because
of the pandemic, the efforts made by the
participants in their work were paid off with love
from their advisers and classmates for doing a
great job in representing their section.
The celebration highlighted the talents of
the students with different competitions from
pre-school to high school. Preschool pupils
showcased their talents in events like Nursery
Rhymes, Portraying their favorite book or story
character in Picture that Character competition,
and telling more about themselves in the
Getting to Know Me competition. For level
one they enjoyed reciting
a poem in a poem recital
contest, told a story in
a very creative way in
virtual storytelling, and
expanded their futuristic
minds in the Symbols of
the Future competition.
Students from grades
4, 5, and 6 shared their
global awareness in the
news writing contest,

Keeping Up with the Virtual World
by Ree Kim Co

We all know that the widespread of
COVID has led to online classes.
Online classes are a hot topic that
often divides opinions. To allow
students to learn while in the middle
of the pandemic, DepEd came up
with the idea of online classes to
ensure the safety of students while
allowing them to continue studying
without fear. Cammy Bean says,
“Talk to people, connect with them
make the e-learning sound like it is a
conversation between people. Real
people, not robots.” Furthermore,
how can we be sure about the
security of the student if there are
several benefits and drawbacks of
the mental health of students?
Many students claim that online
classes are giving them lemon so
why not give lemonades? Anyway,

back to the topic. Mental health
is making them feel anxious.
Some students were experiencing
anxiety attacks in public speaking,
especially by showing their faces
in front of others. It makes us
conscious of what other people
think about us. Such as; What if I
talk like a dry goat? What if I move
like a flying bird without wings?
What if I look like a friendly dragon
while smiling? Those are the things
that trigger our social anxiety.
Another point worth noticing is
the procrastination of students,
particularly those who are alone at
home and still engaging with online
classes. However, the advantage of
an online class to learners’ health is
by having their time on their hands.
It lessens their worry about how
they will reach school early as that
would reduce their stress. Some

competed in the virtual monologue contest and
shared their knowledge in the English trivia
pass competition. Lastly, grades 7-10 wrote a
story from a picture in the story writing contest
(A Picture that speaks a thousand words). They
also competed in the virtual monologue contest,
showed their communication skills in the Duet
Me Conversation competition.
To conclude the English month celebration,
an online culmination was held on October
1, 2021 at 1:00 pm. It was hosted by Mr. Carl
Dayandante and Ms. Stelle Bulauan, the SC
mayor and vice mayor respectively. It started
with an opening remark by Ms. Janine Sarabia
to set the mood; an inspirational message was
given by the principal of the school, Mrs. Maresel
Santos to fuel up the energy of everyone in the
celebration. Next was the announcement of
winners for the competitions by other members
of the SC Officers. Before the celebration
ended, a spotlight was also given for the work
of Cassandra Sinlao of Grade 9 St Peter, for her
talent in story writing which will be shown in the
SC’s project—Obra de Benildeanos.
To finally end the English Month Celebration
a closing remark from Sir Randy Lazado
concluded the program.
Having to celebrate English month is truly a
memorable one. Like what Sir Randy said in
his closing remarks, “This situation right now
brought us challenges, but it also allowed us
to discover and innovate.” It was clearly shown
that the Benildeans could step out of their
comfort bubble and exert effort for the duties
entrusted to them.

students build their self-esteem
and improve their social skills. As a
student, there are many events and
schoolwork that affected my mental
health both positively and adversely.
It makes me feel pressured by how
the events and schoolwork in online
classes are more different from
face-to-face. During face to face
classes, you will only do and worry
about the school work at school. But
now, it is different. I am up all night
like an owl only to finish those tasks.
But I did not take that as a losing
game. Instead, I take that as an
advantage to be more productive,
enhance my skills, empathy, and
for the better. It is somehow like a
healing wound poured by alcohol.
It makes you suffer, yet it does not
change the fact of healing for the
better.
So far, those are the primary
concerns of other students. At
present, we are all affected by this

new normal. As we continue to
venture to this “new normal,” it is
expected that it will be challenging
for it is a change not just in our
ways of taking care of our health
but the holistic approach in our
lifestyle every day. I expect we will
cherish each moment of our lives
more because this online class
has become an eye-opener for
everyone on how precious time
is. As a student, I can say that
even there are lots of challenges,
we know deep inside that we can
overcome them. We are the key
to our success. So think positive
because everything happens for a
reason. Never assume that you are
a failure. If things don’t go well, it
does not mean that it is already the
end of the world. Maybe God has
a better plan for you. Are you sure
that this pandemic is better than us?
If we solve this problem, it will be a
great revolution!
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Tatag ng Wikang Filipino, HERRAS
Lakas ng Pagka-Pilipino ROARS THE SEARCH FOR

NAGA COLLEGE FOUNDATION INC.
Basic Education Department

ni Matti Angelo S. Delos Reyes

Tunay ngang lakas nating mga Pilipino ang katatagan
ng ating wikang pambansa. Ito ang pinatunayan ng mga
Benildyano sa kakatapos lamang na Buwan ng Wika
na ginaganap tuwing buwan ng Agosto bilang pag-alala
sa ating wikang kinagisnan. Nilahukan ng mga piling
mag-aaral ang iba’t ibang patimpalak na inihanda ng
mga punong-tagapamahala, Bb. Mary Jane Lanigao at
Bb. Izza Marie Tomas at nagpamalas ng kani-kanilang
angking talino sang-ayon sa temang’ “Filipino at mga
Katutubong Wika sa Dekolonosasyon sa Pag-iisip ng
mga Pilipino”. Isinagawa ang kulminasyon para sa
buwang ito noong ika-27 ng Agosto upang ianunsyo
ang mga bukod-tanging mag-aaral na nagkamit ng
mga pinakamataas na karangalan, sa pangunguna ng
mga kasapi ng Student Council.
Sa kabila ng maraming dagok na kinahaharap nating
mga Pilipino sa gitna ng krisis na ito, hndi nagpatinag
sa pagpapamalas ang mga Benildyano ng kanilang
mga talento at kahusayan sa pagiging malikhain.
Bagamat ang pagdiriwang na ito ay ginanap lamang
“virtually” sa pangalawang pagkakataon, hindi pa
rin ito naging hadlang upang maibahagi sa madla
kung ano ang kahalagahan ng ating wika. “Ang mga
wikang katutubo ang nagsisilbing bukas na pintuan
at durungawan upang patuloy natin matanaw ang
nakaraan” wika ng punong-tagapamahala, Bb. Mary
Jane Lanigao sa kanyang pambungad na pananalita.
Isinalaysay din niya ang kanyang mithiing mapagibayo ang konserbasyon at pagpapanatili ng wikang
Filipino gayundin ang mga wikang katutubo na
aniyang kasangkapan upang ating malinang ang
kasaysayan. Giit pa niya “Iwaksi natin ang kaisipang
kolonyal” upang matuon ang kaisipan ng mga Pilipino,
at higit lalo ng mga kabataan sa pagpapatibay at
pagpapayaman ng wikang ating ginagamit. “Kailangan
nating magkaintindihan tungo sa iisang adhikain, ang
umunlad” ito ang katagang winika ni Bb. Izza Marie
Tomas sa kanyang pangwakas na pananalita na
sumentro sa pagkakaisa ng mga Pilipino, partikular na
sa wika, upang maging maunlad ang Pilipinas. Paalala
pa niya na huwag kalilimutan ang wikang pambansa
sa modernong mundong puno ng impluwensya ng
modernong kolonyalismo.
Sa
paglipas
ng
panahon
—kasabay
ng
modernisasyon— ay ang mabilisang pagbabago sa
paraan ng pag-iisip at gawi ng pananalita ng mga tao. At
ang masakit na katotohanan, ay ang paglimot ng mga
Pilipino sa kanilang pinagmulan at likas na katangian.
Hindi masama ang pagbabago, ngunit huwag nawa
dumating ang araw na kalilimutan natin ang kultura’t
wikang minsan ng ipinaglaban ng mga magigiting
na bayani upang makamit natin ang kasarinlan at
kalayaan bilang isang Pilipino.

Ang opisyal na poster na ginamitsa pagdiriwang.

2021 MGA
BAGONG RIZAL:
PAG-ASA NG
BAYAN!
Allia B. Herras of Naga College
Foundation Inc. (NCF, Inc.)-Basic
Education Department (BED) was
recognized by the City of Naga for being
one of the awardees of the “2021 Mga
Bagong Rizal: Pag-asa ng Bayan Search”
sponsored by the Philippine Center for
Gifted Education, Inc. (PCGE, Inc.), which
was held last October 31, 2021.
The Search for Mga Bagong Rizal: Pagasa ng Bayan was first launched in 2011
as a beneficial and flagship program of the
PCGE, Inc. to identify, recognize, and help
further develop high-ability and potentially
gifted Filipino youths in the areas of
cognition, arts, creativity, leadership,
and other multiple intelligences. Also, to
foster in them a mindset of commitment
in helping towards national development.
According to Herras, there are hundreds
of nominees from different significant
schools around the Philippines and they
are downed to 25 aspirants who are
aiming to be one of the Mga Bagong
Rizal: Pag-asa ng Bayan. With that, it is
indeed a great honor for Herras, as well
as for her school, mentor, and parents, to
be proclaimed as one of the awardees of
the said prestigious event.
“The majority of them are senior high
school and college students. Karamihan
sa kanila presidents ng big organizations
and national awardees na. Lodi sa
credentials! Super tindi ng mga kalaban
ko pero I exhausted everything to bring
home the bacon for our school.” Herras
stated.
“The majority of them are senior high
school and college students. Some of
them are presidents of big organizations
and were national awardees already,
I’m inspired by their credentials! My
opponents are great in many ways yet, I
exhausted everything to bring home the
bacon for our school.”
Allia Herras is a Grade 10 exemplary
learner at the NCF-BED who was an
enthusiast, achiever, leader, and luminary
student.
Based on an interview with Herras,
she has joined many organizations
that made her go on—she became the
Supreme Pupils Government (SPG)
Confederation President; in high school,
she was the Governor for two consecutive
years, always been elected as the class
president for the past nine years, and

currently the Public Relations Officer of
two youth organizations. She is also a
church lector.
She managed to join this search through
her former elementary adviser and two
high school teachers who informed her
about this event since they think that
Herras could meet the criteria.
“After going through the criteria, Allia,
you are qualified and deserving to be
a recipient of the 2021 MBR Search.”
Teacher Bhissie P. Rigunay, Herras’s
Grade 6 Adviser said.
She, then continue on the process
of complying with the requirements
and demands need to carry on the
‘search’. Herras submitted papers
containing
her
accomplishment
reports and achievements since 20162021,
essays,
reflection
papers,
PowerPoint Presentations (PPTs), video
presentations, attended webinars and
leadership training programs.
Furthermore, on the last phase which
is the panel interview, she presented a
platform or project proposal that she could
implement if ever she became part of the
‘Mga Bagong Rizal: Pag-asa ng Bayan’.
Herras will continue her legacy becoming
an efficient student leader.
“Now, as one of the ‘2021 Mga Bagong
Rizal: Pag-asa ng Bayan’ awardees
and Public Relation Officer of two youth
organizations, and church lector, my future
plan is to implement projects involving,
students, parents, teachers, and LGU.
[Local Government Unit]” Herras said.
“My
LEADERSHIP-SHAREye
will
continue creating impact to my brethren.
I believe I could encourage the youth to
lead change, to follow a straight and clean
path in every aspect of life, and become
responsible citizens of the country.” She
added.
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Adventure & Amusement
for kids highlights
NCF BED Family day

Family, Filipino Festivities
mark Paskuhan sa
OLHRS ‘21

Family Day is an important annual event held in school. It aims to
improve communication throughout the entire school community
by bringing students, parents and teachers together in an informal
setting. The emphasis of which is not on competition, but on
community interaction through participation in various games and
enjoyable physical activities in a fun and friendly atmosphere.

The abnormally empty, still, and evidently pandemic stricken OLHRS
grounds for nearly two years now suddenly sprang back to life as
Rosarians drove their way thru its gates for Paskuhan sa OLHRS 2021.
The Christmas event, an OLHRS original taking after the previous
year’s Drive thru @ OLHRS Christmaslandia proved to be another
huge success packed with meaningful and engaging activities for the
Rosarians and their families.
Distinct from the winter, white
themed Christmas last year, the
2021 version featured a richly
Filipino motif. A giant Christmas
tree created from indigenous
talahib grass was the central
piece, complemented with native
bahay kubo, rattan balls, dainty
capiz lights, salakot, and the staples - the Belen and the traditional
Filipino bamboo - framed parol.
The Pinoy ensemble was enhanced with a DIY lechon, puto-bumbong,
sago’t gulaman and fresh fruits, a Noche Buena set table and a bunch
of naturally high spirited school personnel dancing to OPM Yuletide
tunes. The air was filled with Filipino festivity, hospitality, graciousness
and cheer as pupils and students stepped out of their vehicles to hang
their DIY Christmas balls displaying their family photos onto the giant
Christmas tree. They would eagerly proceed to a bahay kubo to collect
their OLHRS Christmas loot bag from their advisers. Each loot bag
contained an OLHRS T-shirt, personalized greeting cards from advisers
and classmates and commonly, simple presents.
Parents and guardians accompanied their children and posed for
wonderful photo ops. Teachers
received various presents.
Food and special treats poured
as expression of the parents’
gratefulness and generosity.
There was pure joy as teachers
met students and their parents
in person and vice versa.
“We wanted it to be a “Pasko
sa puso ng bawat Rosaryano,”
shared Gino Joseph Manas,
chair of the event. “It had to be
Filipino from the gift tags, décorations, music and attire of the school
personnel,” he added.
The event also demonstrated a grand collaboration among Filipino,
MAPEH, CLE and English disciplines as the learners’ Christmas balls
and cards were authentic tasks required in these learning areas. The
teamwork surely etched a seamless erudition in the learners’ intellect
which allowed them to be engaged while at the same time having fun
accomplishing their
projects.
Truly, no pandemic
can
stop
the
Filipino family from
celebrating
the
Yuletide
season.
Similarly, a much
bigger family would
always find a way
to connect with its
members, such as
the OLHRS family.

Family Day puts the emphasis on children as most activities seek
to create opportunities for parents to help their kids in completing
certain challenges. Last December 21, 2021, the Basic Education
Department celebrated its very first NCF BED FAMILY DAY in
DECEMBER for school year 2021-22. The said event was dubbed
as “Ädventure & Amusement for Kids” wherein playground for kids
particularly the inflated pools were
placed at the student pavilion.
Around 60 kids aged 3 to 10
years old were accompanied by
their parents and guardians and
supported by the Supreme Student
Council (SSC) officers.
Aside from the recreational fun
and excitement, the SSC also had
a mini outreach activity for the
kids wherein the families had an
adventure trip to Safari wherein
various animals were displayed
at the Basketball Court along with
different characters personified by
teachers like, Dora the Explorer,
Pocahontas, Moana, and Tarzan
& Jane. The SSC was also able to
feed the kids with nutritious snacks
and give them toys courtesy of
the General Parents-Teachers
Council (GPTC).
The said outreach program was
sponsored by the Supreme
Student Council (SSC) in
cooperation with the Human
Resource Management Office
(HRMO), the BED Faculty Club
and the GPTC.

by Sheran C. Timpoc
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A Gift to Remember
(SLA Christmas
Outreach Activity)
by Joana Marie Azul (Gr. 12-STEM)
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As the Christmas season rolled in, each one of us at
the Supreme Student Council of San Lorenzo Academy
Incorporated felt the breeze of love, kindness and
generosity swept through. For the month of December,
our team together with the SLA Personnel and Parents
spearheaded by our generous School Principal, Ms.
Marites Villegas prepared a gift-giving program for
children from different elementary schools in Pio Duran,
Albay.
On December 16, our team prepared stations containing
the school supplies, hygiene kit and Noche Buena
package. Upon the arrival of the children together
with their guardians, they were assisted towards the
Feeding section where they were given a special
Lugaw for breakfast. As an early Christmas treat, our
group surprised the children with Christmas presents.
It was a joy to see their happy faces as we distributed
our surprise gifts which consisted of educational items,
hygiene kits, candies, grocery packages and Jollibee
meals.
A total of 200 children took part in the activity and
received our early Christmas presents. That day

reminded us of how Christmas is so much more than
just giving gifts. Activities such as this are a great way
to bring people together, to serve and share blessings,
and to give hope. Through feeding programs and gifts,
we know that, in our little ways, we are providing hope
and new opportunities.
For two years, San Lorenzo
Academy Incorporated has been under modular
distance learning and a kind of activity like this was
almost impossible but with the grace of God we were
able to do it. The outreach program made us realize
how essential sharing is and that Christmas will always
have children as its symbol.
The pandemic showed us the worst people can
experience, hunger, poverty and death. Lots of Filipinos
died from CoViD-19 and the poverty fostered. Programs
like this helped our fellow Filipinos and even people from
around the world survived this global crisis. A helping
hand can save thousands of lives, what more if people
will come together as one.
San Lorenzo Academy Incorporated will always be
gifted to give and blessed to be a blessing to others.

SLA D.E.A.R. Time Amidst Pandemic
(Gifted to Give through Love for Reading)
Christian Paul O. Canino ( Gr. 12- HUMSS)

Reading is vital because it helps us develop our
thoughts, provides us with unlimited knowledge
and lessons, and keeps our minds engaged.
Books, unlike anything else in the world, can
retain and keep all types of knowledge, stories,
thoughts, and feelings. The value of a book in
helping us learn and understand things cannot
be overstated.

San Lorenzo Academy Incorporated celebrated
National Reading Month last November 8-29,
2021with the theme, “Lorenzonians: Gifted to
Give through Love for Reading. Throughout the
month-long celebration, teachers and students
actively participated in remote D.E.A.R. Time
or Drop Everything And Read program of the
English Department, every Monday to Friday at
from 2:00- 2:20 p.m. To encourage everyone’s
participation at home or in school and to inspire
one another, students and teachers posted
their “picture while reading” in the designated
SLA Facebook Group for each grade level of
San Lorenzo Academy.
Other activities were held in the different
Facebook Group portals on a weekly basis such
as: picture sharing with moral caption, poem
reading, creative storytelling, story review,
spoken poetry and podcast. In conjunction with
the celebration, the Supreme Student Council
also initiated the Book Character Online Contest
which was held last November 29, 2021.
It was indeed a fun and meaningful Reading
Month celebration for the whole Lorenzonian
academic community. Despite our limitation,

reading the whole program reminded us that
nothing compares to the delight that comes
from reading because reading is like planting a
seed that blossoms into wisdom. Reading is a
great way to learn a lot.
Let’s make DEAR time a habit. We can always
give more if we know more. We are gifted to
give through our love for reading.
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Mental Health and Resilience:
Making It Accessible to Students
by John Gabriel Malto (SLA Gr. 12 Student)

To step into the stage of adolescence is the
beginning of a wild mental and emotional
ride in a perplex highway, with directions
ever-so ambiguous. It leaves the character
overwhelmed brought by new unfamiliar
scenarios, large number of responsibilities,
unreachable standards, and the burden of
the weight of society’s expectations. The
CoViD-19 outbreak made this tour much more
chaotic than it was, now leaving the entity
susceptible to mental adversities. Mental
health is a fundamental element in this trip
influencing a wide variety of outcomes. Thus,
the need to be more mentally adaptable in
these times is becoming urgent.
San Lorenzo Academy Incorporated sees
this challenge ever since the pandemic had
taken place and realized how critical it is to
develop resiliency skills for the students, with
their future on the line. The situation brought a
generation of learners in an awkward position
to be more vulnerable to mental health risks as
they were before. As a response, there must
be something done.
Now more than ever, it has been shown how
this pandemic amplified stressors & challenges
being experienced by many. My purpose for
writing this is to provide a personal perspective
of my experience throughout this historic
event. Moreover, I would like to shed light &
hope to those people facing adversities at
this point of time. I would like to go ahead by
telling, this has been by far the most impactful.
Occurrence of my life so far, as a 17 years old
individual. Arriving at year two of the pandemic
is whimsical. It hardly seems a day since last
March, but it also seems like
ages. As the eldest child and
a mild introvert, coming to a
standstill by nipping in the bud
was initially simple and relatively
easy.
Covid created personal problems for everyone,
some more serious than others, but everyone
had a struggle. As the COVID lockdown took
hold last March 2020, the main thing weighing
on my mind was my future. How will this end?
When will it end? Who will I be when trouble
comes
calling
for
me?
To
put it plainly, I
was a bundle
of nerves. As
a
selectively
social person, I
don’t like social
interactions.
Basically,
this
pandemic made
the odds in our
favor. They say
introverts
are
thriving in the
pandemic, and

On the month of November 2021, the school
conducted a Mental Health Resiliency Webinar
via Zoom, led by Ms. Joy Arriesgado, the
school’s Guidance Counselor along with the
Guidance Associate, Ms. Cecyle V. Masbang.
Throughout the month, learners from different
grade levels were invited to be part of the
webinar. The sessions were held weekly, with
each level having been scheduled a week of
their own. The conference had discussions
stressing about how significant the mental
health aspect is for everyone. Graphic images
were shown and incorporated through the
texts making the overall presentation visually
appealing to the audience. Videos were
utilized to make sure that it would catch the
viewers’ attention. Specific questions were
also asked in-between to reflect which part of
their mindset needs to get worked on.
“An engaging experience, it was”, is the thought
left by many, and they wish for more like this.
This shows how willing these young hearts are
to betterment, and not just settle for less. The
willingness is there and is just needing some

spark. This strategy has garnered an amount
of good feedback. From that point, new
strategies alike can be developed for further
progression, making mental health support
accessible and possible to many.

we are. They also say introverts “charge their
batteries” by being alone, and we do. But I
realized after this never-ending global outbreak,
even introverts need social interactions. But
since gatherings are restrained, it became a
challenge for me.
As August turned September, opening of
classes began. The isolation felt real with
just my parents, siblings and me, even as we
spent time together. The difficulty of navigating
& answering my modules was already
overwhelming, and when mixed with a paralysis

time is in my hands, I randomly watch videos,
particularly funny ones to keep me sane and
thriving despite this pandemic. Honestly, before
all of the melancholic situations happened,
I consistently question God. Why do people
have to die? Sudden, old and young, long
before their time? Why do people are hoping
there is hope? God spoke these questions to
me through a song. That song elucidates why it
is so important to cling into His love. His love is
sufficient enough to make us feel safe, seen, &
satisfied. Reading the Bible became my coping
mechanism also. His promises
are true and that’s what keeps
me going on despite the rough
roads ahead of me.
COVID wasn’t favorable to me,
but it did emphasize the true
nature of my mental battles and put a name to it.
We need to put an increased emphasis on the
malaise, misery, exhaustion people are feeling
as we enter the third year of the pandemic. I’m
looking for people to speak to this feeling and
how it is affecting their lives. Your struggles are
valid. You are not weak. Having such emotions
are okay & justifiably fine. You & me struggle
every day, but we are working towards a goal
that one day every day won’t be as terrible.
Overall, life during these times is extensively
beyond ordinary from anything most of us
have ever experienced, and at times it can
be extremely overwhelming and stressful.
The trauma, disruption, stress, and isolation
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic has greatly
accelerated the mental health crisis facing
people of all ages, especially youths. So much
has been taken away from people’s lives,
anxiety of having the virus, apathy at people’s

analysis, pretty much overthinking, it made
it unbearable. Although there are still a lot of
things to be grateful for, stress has slowly taken
over, and learning amidst this health crisis has
been overwhelming. I’ve always been a student
who usually enjoys going to classes, taking on
more work than I have to, and being active in
general. But lately I’ve felt swamped with the
amount of work given coexisted with major
adjustments which resulted to some of my days
barely has leisure/recreation time.
Routine and always having things to do has
what let me cope from the challenges that’ve
aroused during these stressful times. My
coping routine that got me through every day
was journaling, watching random videos on the
internet, and reading the Bible. At the middle
of the pandemic when we were being told to
stay home and isolate, I discovered journaling.
It’s so calming. By writing down my thoughts, it
clears my mind from thinking such. Also, since

Continuation on page 14...
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grief and anguish, depression, and isolation. God is with you, and
if a 17 years old guy such as myself, who experienced anxiety, can
experience God’s grace & love, then I pray that everyone else can
as well. the world has slowed down and my stress has ramped up,
I’m slowly beginning to adjust to it. I’m hoping everyone else are, too,
including you :’)
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